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Constellation Virgo Libra Scorpius Sagittarius Capricorn Aquarius Pisces Aries Taurus Gemini Cancer Leo
Deacon 1 Coma Crux *Ophiuchus Draco Sagitta Pisces Australis The Band Cassiopeia Orion Sirius (Canis Major) Ursa Minor Hydra

Deacon 2 Centaurus Victima (Lupus) Serpens Ara (Alter) Aquila Pegasus Cepheus (King) Cetus (Sea Monster) Eridanus (River of the Judge) Procyon (Canis Minor) Ursa Major Crater (Bowl of Wrath)

Deacon 3 Bootes Corona Hercules Lyra (Harp) Delphinus Cygnus (Swan) Andromeda Perseus (Breaker) Auriga (Shepherd) Lepus (Enemy) Argo (Ship) Corva (Raven)

Names/Stars Names/Stars Names/Stars Names/Stars Names/Stars Names/Stars Names/Stars Names/Stars Names/Stars Names/Stars Names/Stars Names/Stars

Sources Tso Chih Fa - left handed maintainer of law

Mozanaim - the scales,

weighing

Isidis (Coptic, Hebrew) - attack of the enemy,

oppression Semi,Vir-half man; Keshet - bow Goat horn, also atonement

Aquarii - the water carrier; ex-aquaria -

out of the water; Dili - bucket

Hebrew, Arabic, Greek and Latin - the

fishes Al Hamal - ram, sheep, merciful Al Debaran - the bulls eye Claustrum Hor - the place of he who comes

In Latin; Khan-dwelling of rest, Cer-encircled

or to orbit Domicilium Solis - the emblem of fire and heat

The Gospel in the Stars Joseph

A. Seiss

Bethulah - Virgin; The Queen of Heaven is often

thought to be the Bride of Christ. But it seems more

fitting that it would be the Bride or Elect of God as

the woman (Israel) gave birth to the Son. The

Queen of Heaven (Virgo) that sits on the left of God

must be the redeemed Jews (which would include

Mary).

Tau-last letter of Hebrew

alphabet-it is finished

Al Akrab - not only scorpion but sting, wound,

conflict, war (root-to cleave) half man, half divine

Gedi and Dabih - the cutoff, the

sacrifice slain, the hewndown in

Hebrew , Arabic, and Syriac.

Ganymedes - bright, glorified, happy

One. Phrygian yourth so beautiful the

Father of gods carred him to heaven

on eagles wings. Companion of the

eternal Father.

Pi-Cot Orion - the fish congregation;

company of the coming prince

Amroo - the lamb, also branch or palm

branch (Syriac) Ku Iku - leading star of stars Pi Mahi - united together Egyptian and Hindu zodiacs, scarab not crab

Aryeh - lion; Aryo (Syriac) - rending lion. Also,

house of the sun , and who rules as the governor

over the human hearts

www.revelationofjohn.com Addarah - Virgin

Al zubena - purchase,

redemption, gain

Antares (below ecliptic) - wounding, cutting,

tearing, rival of Mars Naim - gracious one

Coptic - the station or mansion of

bearing

Sa'ad al Melik - record of the

outpouring, the pourer of water, the

exalted Waterman. Also, Sadal Melik -

lucky star of the king Numo - fish prolonged Aryan - the Lordly, the chief

Taurus thought to possibly be named by Enoch as

the beginning Thaumin - united together, covenant relationship Oriental, Rome - crab; Sartan - crab

In the Egyptian Zodiac of Denderah, the lion is

represented as treading upon the serpent.

Wikipedia Parthenos - Virgin

Lambadia - station or house of

propitiation (Coptic) Lam -

graciousness; badia -branch

Graffias - between Scorpius and Libra Dshubba

- the forehead

Kesith - the archer, arrow aimed at the heart

of Scorpio

Deneb Algedi - tail of the goat

(half fish half goat) Sadal Suud - luck of lucks Okda - the united El Nath or El Natik - the wounded

Aleph (first letter of Hebrew alphabet) designates

Taurus

marriage, betrothal, completing a relationship;

not twins per say

Scarabaeus-(sacred) An emblem of immortality

within the ancient Egyptian religion.

The lion of the tribe of Judah will crush the head of

the serpent upon his return as king

Strong's Concordance Al Zimach - the branch

1st Star - Zuben al Genubi,

price deficient; (lower scale) Egyptian Zodiac - Typhon or Python. Corona Australis - crown, left foreleg

Arabic - lucky stars of the

slaughterer Sadachbia - lucky star of the tents Al Samaca - the upheld Al Sharetan - the slain Gisda - furrow of heaven Tyrib, Hrb - "to cut a covenant"

represents the promise of eternal life, rest, and

peace

Pi Mentekeon - the pouring out, of divine

vengeance upon that Old Serpent

www.naic.edu/~gibson/starna

mes/starnames.html Vindemiatrix - (arm) the son or branch that cometh

2nd Star - Zuben al Shemali,

price that covers (upper scale) Girtab - scorpion Al Warida - who comes forth Nashira - bringing good tidings

Skat or Scheat or Seat - shin (lower

leg) *Al Rescha - rope, cord Teli - lamb or ram Dilgan - messanger of light Diaqh,kh - last will and testament, 2 parties A Sabbath for the people of God Knem - who conquers

www.constellationsofwords.co

m/ Tsemech - righteous branch Al Gubi, heaped up high

Shaula and Lesath, both mean sting. Sometimes

referred to as the cat's eyes. Nunki - prince of the earth

cornucopia from the Greek myth

of the horn (Amalthea, Zeus,

Rhea, Cronos) Al Bali - the swallower Fum al Samakah - the fish's mouth

Mythology of Phrixus and Helle is very

interesting. The two children (sentenced to

die) were safe as long as they kept hold of

Aries. When Helle lost her grip, she fell

into the ocean and died. Phrixus was saved,

but the ram was sacrificed . Ta Leang - the great bridge Foedus - contract, treaty, promise

The Scarab begins its life as a worm, but

afterwards is metamorphosed into a winged

creature, which has now been enabled to ascend

high into the heavens.  This is exactly what we

see represented in the Zodiac of Esneh (Fig.

263).  We see the emblem of the Scarab (Cancer)

and immediately to the lower left we see what

appears to be a worm like creature.   As we move

forward to the left we see the winged bird soaring

Some believe the Cleonaeon Lion to be another

representation of the biblical Leviathan (Job 41:7-34

KJV) or a representation of the enemy. But then

why is he treading on Hydra; unmistakenly the

enemy?

Al Mureddin - (arm) who shall come down (have

dominion) Zuben Akrabi, price of conflict Alniyat - the arteries Pimacre - appearing or coming forth

Suhurmas - goat-fish; started the

winter solstice Ancha - hip-bone pes or ped - foot

Pleiades - congregation of the judge; within the

neck stars considered passangers of the ark (plein-

to sail) Constituo - to place, put together, appoint, settle

The sun god Ra had the head of a scarab -

represented resurrection and new life

The skin of the Cleonaeon Lion is described as

being impervious to iron, stone, or bronze. 

Zavijaveh - (face) gloriously beautiful (branch of

Yahweh)

The sun is in this constellation for about 5 days

and then moves to *Ophiuchus, what some

consider might have been the original Sign Situla - water jar

Two is required for witness, symbolic

of multitude, and fish have always

been representative of the church. Cassiopeia

Reem - predominance or power, possibly where

the unicorn legend comes. Abraham (preeminant

or high father) derived from reem

Covenants could be serious with dire

consequences for willfully breaking them, blood

covenants punished by death.

Phatne - the manger; center of the constellation

and one of the brightest nebulous clusters Bacchi Sidus - the great god who is able to defeat

Spica - ear of corn Crux Ophiuchus Draco Sagitta (arrow) Pisces Australis

The beautiful, the enthroned; Kassiope -

she whose words excel

El Nath (left horn) - the wounded or slain, horn

pointed at the heal/ankle of Auriga Horus, (the elder)

This nebulous cluster, also anciently referred to

as Praesepe, means the innumerable seed

Hercules had to strangle the lion (as the enemy)

with his bare hands to kill it.

Porrima - the star of the hero, past and future,

gospel message of Eve Adom - cuting off

Ophiuchus (Greek) or Cheleb Afei (Arabic) -

serpent holder or wrestler, also Serpentauius

and Anguitenuns Herfent - serpent accursed, Denderah zodiac

Judging arrow, Psalm 38. Ictus -

sudden attack, blow or strike

Pisces Australis or Austrini - southern

fish The Band

The boundary of Typhon's power, the

delivered from all evil. Shur - coming and ruling

Horus (the younger) - the son of light, the coming

one, slayer of the serpent, great avenger, observer

of justice, Lord omnipotent, golden hawk

In the Zodiac of Esneh the Praesepe apppears as

twelve stars that surround or govern the

innumerable seed

Leo itself does not represent the enemy, but rather

now represents the one who wears the lion's pelt,

and that one individual is the Lion of Judah that

used the enemy's own weapon of "death" against

him.

Athor - habitation of God, possibly how she became

more worshipped than God in pagan beliefs.

(Semiramis & Nimrod)

Hieroglyphic - pouring water (I

am poured out like water, all

my bones are out of joint);

psalm of David

Egyptian Zodiac - Constellation had the head of

an eagle or hawk, one wounded foot and the

other foot crushing the serpent or scorpion. Dan

is described as the serpent by the way , but his

emblem is an eagle, which gives more credence

to this being the actual sign rather than a

deacon. Nimrod - Nimr-leopard, Rada-subdue

Tigris, tiger for the Medes and

Persians; rapid flight or flow

Fomalhaut - mouth of the fish; the

southern fish opens his mouth and

drinks the water poured from the

Waterbearer .

*Al Rescha - rope, cord; often grouped

with Pisces and holds the two fish

together. It is interesting that Aries,

symbolic of Christ, holds the band. Shedar can mean breast or freed. Apis - head or chief Merodach - great restorer Klaria, which means, the cattle folds

Within the Egyptian mythology, there is also a great

day of judgment for all men.  They will stand before

the mighty god Thoth, the dog-headed baboon,

called the defender of Ra and the Tongue of Ra,

meaning that he is the personification of Ra's

creative power, i.e., his "word".

Juno - (Assyria) depicted as dove w/branch, 3rd

member of Trinity, goddess worship, cosmic egg

and creator

Egyptian god trio - each holds

the Tau , the second extends it Ras Alhague - head of the serpent charmer Ethanin - serpent or dragon Aquila

"If any man thirst, let him come unto

me and drink;" Cepheus (King) Ruchbah - knee, seated, enthroned

Ninevah - hapitation of Ninus, the deification of

Nimrod and Semiramis started the false goddess

worship and the belief that her son was messiah

Dioscuri - sons of Zues (one mortal, one

immortal) not by blood but by choice (blood

oath)

Arabic name is Al Sartan, which means, who

holds or binds

Thoth, the scribe, records the judgment of the soul in

the "books of heaven". There will be no excuses

accepted for a man's deliberate violations against the

holy law of God, and his violent and malicious acts

against other men.

Pluto and Persephonie, Satan and Eve and her

children

Originally considered part of

Centaurus. Sabik - the preceding one Al Ras al Thuben - the head of the subtle The pierced or wounded eagle.

Royal Branch or King; husband of

Cassiopeia, the queen in the next

constellation.

Caph - palm; other stars are Tsih, Segin,

Achird

All religions have an expected messiah that is to

save mankind, but none fulfilled all expectations

except Christ. They all lack something even within

their own religious writings. Zodiac - zoad or

walkway

Abraham joining into a covenant relationship

with God himself. Abraham's lowly position had

been exalted to a much higher plain as a result of

the covenant.

Greeks referred to this constellation as

Karkinos, which means, holding or encircling

In the various prophecies regarding the second

coming of the Mithra (Persian), we find again that a

day of judgment  awaits all who have a flagrant

disregard for the truth and the contract (covenant). 

For it is only through the faithful observance of this

contract, that any man might have a right to become

united with his creator.  It is taught that only through

this contract, handed down to mankind by the grace

of God himself, that the great lie and falsehood can

be overcome. It is clearly Mithra who is represented

Zoroashta - the seed of the woman Cebalrai - heart of the sheperd Rastaban - dragons head

Altair - flying one; Al Tair - the

wounded Pegasus

Al Deramin - quickly returning or

Alderamin-right forearm

In November, 1572, a very bright star

suddenly appeared in Cassiopeia and then

disappeared 16 months later which would

have been a Shemitah year. Orion

Castor, which was the name given to the star

within the head of the figure on the right.   The

name means, the ruler or judge and represents

the mortal son. We are to one day rule and

judge, even the angels.

Within the crab's tail is Tegmine - holding.

Within the large lower claw, is Acubene, which

means, the sheltering or hiding place.

It is interesting how the Egyptians always had

human-animal hybrids as gods. This is a direct

violation of God's law-each to its own kind -and an

endless ongoing attempt by the enemy to create

either cursed or soulless beings for their own

purposes.

Victima (Lupus) Marfik - the elbow Al Waid - who is to be destroyed Alshain - scarlet falcon, slain

Pegasus or Pegasi - the winged horse;

the horse of the opening; the horse of

the gushing fountain (Greek) Al Phirk - Redeemer or Alfirk - flock Cetus (Sea Monster)

Kesil - name for Orion and entire 48

constellations as a group, in Hebrew means

foolish or fool

The star in this mortal's right knee is Mebsuta,

which means, treading under feet . Jesus has

given his covenant brothers, power over all the

power of their enemies

Other names associated with this sign are: Ma'

alaph and Alhimarean. The names mean the

assembled thousands and the kids of the lambs

Pi Mentekeon, which means, pouring out. As

Noah's bow was given to be a token of the promise

of God's blessing, the sign of Leo has been given as

a token of the sure judgment of God, which shall

shortly and surely come upon all of creation.

Coma Sura - sheep or lamb Serpens Grumian - the subtle Tarazed - plundering, torn

Pega , Noetic for the chief, sus -

swiftly returning horse Er Rai - shepherd Cetus-Cetacea-large sea life

Possibly the reason why Orion had an antichrist or

Nimrod association with the Hebrews. However

to the gentiles, he was the great hunter or saviour

of mankind. Orion stands on Eridanus or wave.

Was the walking on water aimed more at the

gentiles?

the figure on the left is Hercules or Pollux

(Polydeuces), He represents the immortal god-

man and his name means, who cometh to labor

or suffer

Some believe Cancer houses the human souls

prior to conception, thus the 2 gardians.

One of the stars that we find within this

constellation, is named Al Dafera, which means,

the enemy put down . The hieroglyphics read Knem

which means, who conquers or is conquered .[

Comah - the desired or longed for

Horus - son of Osiris and the

virgin

Serpens - the serpent - Ophiuchus holds him

back as his head looks towards the crown

(corona) "Hold fast that thou hast, that no one

takes thy crown." Al Dib - the reptile Al Thalimain - two, together, heel

Markab - the returning; the shoulder

(Mankib) Pekuhor - the ruler that cometh

Mira - the rebel. Aries holds the band of

Pisces which is the same band that chains

Cetus (probably Leviathan) around its

neck. Gibbor - the giant

The left foot of Pollux contains a star named Al

Henah (located in Hercules' left foot ), which

means, hurt , wounded , or afflicted, or simply,

the mark of the covenant Ursa Major - Great Bear

The brightest star within the constellation Leo is

Regulus, located at the heart  (not the center) of the

lion, sometimes referred to as the heart itself,  which

means, the Guardian of Heaven.  
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Constellation Virgo Libra Scorpius Sagittarius Capricorn Aquarius Pisces Aries Taurus Gemini Cancer Leo
Deacon 1 Coma Crux *Ophiuchus Draco Sagitta Pisces Australis The Band Cassiopeia Orion Sirius (Canis Major) Ursa Minor Hydra

Deacon 2 Centaurus Victima (Lupus) Serpens Ara (Alter) Aquila Pegasus Cepheus (King) Cetus (Sea Monster) Eridanus (River of the Judge) Procyon (Canis Minor) Ursa Major Crater (Bowl of Wrath)

Deacon 3 Bootes Corona Hercules Lyra (Harp) Delphinus Cygnus (Swan) Andromeda Perseus (Breaker) Auriga (Shepherd) Lepus (Enemy) Argo (Ship) Corva (Raven)

Shesnu - desired son

Harpocrates - victim of justice;

god of silence

Serpens Caput - serpent's head, body is

considered to pass behind Ophiuchus Al Athik - the fraudful Scheat - to go and return on legs

Kurhah - blaze or horse's brow. Also

MU, the Garnet Star Menkar - chained enemy, through the nose Orion & Taurus, Hercules & the Cretan bull

The star located in the middle of the constellation

is called Al Wasat  (Arabic), which means, the

middle . The Chinese called it by the name Ta

Tsun, which  name means, the great wine jar .

Communion

According to a Greek myth, the two bears

represent Callisto (Great Bear) and her son Arcas

(Lesser Bear).  Following a predetermined time

of separation from her child, Callisto comes forth

from out of her hiding to be rejoined again to her

son whom she hopes will immediately recognize

and receive her as his mother.  But as the myth

brings out, the child is unable to recognize her,

until he has likewise been transformed into a bear

In Babylon, the brightest star was simply called

Sharru, which means, the king .  He represents not

just any king, but rather the King of kings, and Lord

of lords.  In India it was Magha meaning, the

mighty , and in Persia it was named Miyan, which

means, the center .

left hand, ear of wheat or corn, child

Serpens Cauda - serpent's tail - Part of the

Milky Way passes through the tail, along with

the Eagle Nebula. El Asieh - the bowed down Delphinus

Al Genib or Algenib - who carries or

flank Andromeda (chained woman)

Diphda - overthrown, thrust down, end or

tail

His shield is a lions pelt, and we shield ourselves

with the lion from the tribe of Judah.

Zeus would allow Castor to share his friend's

immortality, only if Polydeuces would share

Castor's death in the underworld. Both agreed.

Woman - Isreal?, Son - Christ? Or the other way

around?

These words taken together paint a picture of He

who occupies the central throne in heaven.

Al Simak al Azal - defenseless, unarmed Cor Serpentis - serpent's heart

Delphini - dolphin; Delphi - seat

of the oracles Enif - branch, extension, nose

Andro - man ; meda - to be mindful,

to think on

Other stars - Kaffaljidhmah, Baten Kaitos,

and Schemali. Orion's sword hilt is the head of a lamb Al Giauza - the palm branch

It appears that the Greeks might have created an

error when they confused the word  Dohver

(Hebrew), which means a fold , with Dohv

(Hebrew), which means a bear .

Minchir al Asad, which means, the punishing or

tearing of the lion

Khoritos - solitary Corona

Chinese astronomy considers serpens a wall or

Tianshi. Shilou - tower; Liesi - jewel shops;

Tianru - wet or rain Ara

Sualocin - (a play on a name)

Cravishtha, Dhanishtha - most

favorable, rich, bright or good ones

Homan or Homam - the waters or the

heavenly-minded man Al Marach - broken down, weak

Baten Kaitos or belly of Cetus is symbolic

of hell or the grave (see Jonah 2:6). Rigel - (foot) the foot that crushes Al Dira - the seed or branch

Of all the ancient Zodiacs including: Chaldean,

Egyptian, Persian, and Indian, there does not

exist any, not even one, which includes a bear. 

Denebola  (located in the tip of the lion's tail ),

which means, the Judge or Lord who cometh .

Located within the lion's mane, we find another star

named Al Gieebha, which means, the exaltation . 

Mithra - covenant one (Persian), star to appear in

Coma upon His birth, Magi followed, Num. 24:17

Corona Borealis , vertical over

Jerusalem once in every

revolution of the earth

Babylonian astronomy has two serpens;

Mushussu and Basmu. Dragon hybrids. Al Mijmarah - the censer (incense holder)

Rotanev - backward for venator;

drum or tabor (tambour) Matar - plenteous overflow or rain Al Pheratz - afflicted

Betelguez - (right shoulder) the coming of the

branch; derived from Ibt al Jauzah - armpit of the

central one

By these two stars we are shown undoubtedly,

that the immortal who is in covenant with the

mortal, is none other than the child (Coma) found

within the lap of the virgin (Virgo), himself

being that very bread from heaven.  Rather, the constellation is known to be the

enemy of the serpent, and her name is called Fent

Har, which means, the serpent bruiser and the

serpent horrifier . 

Yet another located on the lion's back is Zosma,

which means, shining forth. Still another star is Ta

Tsze (Chinese), which means crown prince . Then

there is the star named Deneb Aleced, which means,

the judge cometh who seizes

Alpha Corona Borealis

Alpha Serpentis (Unukalhai) - neck of the

snake Ara Centauri - Centaur's Alter Deneb or Al Dhanab - judge or tail Baham - livestock Adhil - train (of a garment) Perseus (Breaker) Bellatrix - quickly coming, quickly destroying

The star located in the middle of the bear's tail is

named Mizar, which means, the guarded or

enclosed place . 

Bootes

Al Na`ir al Fakkah (Alphecca) -

bright one of the dish; bright

star of the broken ring Al Mugamra - the finishing Al Ka'ud - the riding camel

Sadalbari - lucky star of the excellent

one Mulier Catenata - woman chained

"When the Breaker is come up before

them." (Micah 2:12-13) Hagat - (zodiac of Denderah) He who triumphs Sirius (Canis Major)

The Arabs call the constellation Al Naish, which

means, assembled together as sheep in a fold . Hydra (the serpent)

Bo - coming Gemma - a bud; the Jewel Hercules Bau - the coming one (a man in Denderah)

Al 'Ukud - pearls or precious

stones Cygnus (Swan) Atik - He who breaks Oarion - coming forth as light

Originally represented as a great eagle or hawk,

it is the natural predator of the serpent.

Which maketh Arcturus ( Ash ), Orion, and

Pleiades, and the chambers of the south.  Job 9:9

(KJV) Hydra - the abhorred

Arcturus - (left knee) keeper of heaven

Gnosia Stella Coronae - star of

the crown of Knossos

Ras al Gethi (Alpha) - the head of Him who

bruises; secondary - kneeler's head or branch

kneeling; Phoenicians - saviour; Greeks -

Herakles-God-man Tanneem - jackal or dragon (Tanniyn)

Al 'Amud al Salib - the Pillar of

the Cross

61 Cygni consists of two connected

stars that revolve around each other

with common progression and

uniform motion toward some

destination; while moving thousands

of times faster than any body know to

our system. Al Genib - One who carries away

Orion is certainly not hidden, but set up high an

central for the world to see

His name is called Apes, which means, the

head.

Canst thou bind the sweet influences of Pleiades,

or loose the bands of Orion?  Canst thou bring

forth Mazzaroth in his season? or canst thou

guide Arcturus (Ash) with his sons (and her

offspring)? Knowest thou the ordinances of

heaven? canst thou set the dominion thereof in

the earth?  Job 38:31-33 (KJV)

This constellation is the largest and covers one third

of the Mazzaroth, which is interesting given Satan

took one third the host of heaven with him when he

fell. Leo's paws are over Hydra's head.
Arktos (Ursa major) flock behind Bootes, Job.

38:32 Beta Coronae Borealis Kornephoros (Beta) - club bearer Deneb - judge (center of constellation) Mirfak - Who helps Dumuzi - son of life

He was also called Naz, which means, coming

swiftly down

Another star in the bear's tail is named Al Kaid,

which means, the assembled Al Phard - separated, excluded, put away

Al Simak al Ramih - to raise on high

Nusakan - An-Nasaqan - the

(two) series

Many of the legends of Hercules come from the

cluster of stars he is said to be holding or

subdueing; the club, the quiver, the 3 headed

beast. Lyra

Azel - go and return; Fafage -

glorious, shining; Azelfafage - Lyra

Medusa - from similar root words as muck

and mucus means trodden under.

Other names - Sauternes, Osiris, Sahu (soul of

Horus); Orion had one ability that would set him

apart from any imposter - he walked on water.

In India this constellation represented

Lubdhaka, the hunter .

Callisto (Greek) whose name means a sheepfold

or an enclosure

Minchir al Sugia, which means, the punishing or

tearing of the deceiver.

Mirac - (waist) coming forth as an arrow, also Mizar Asteroth - idols

Tiranna - life of heaven; Dayan - judge of

heaven Sadr - breast, to circle

Medusae - jelly-fish; hence the snake haired

legend Saiph - (right leg) bruised Gen. 3:15

The Hindu Sarama, believed to be one of the two

guardians (or watch dogs) of the Milky Way

The Phoenician name is Chalitsa, which means,

safety Ukdah - the knot

Muphride - (left leg) who separates, sheep from

goats

Vega - He shall be exhaulted; gaah - to

mount up, to rise, to be majestic, to triumph Adige - flying swiftly

Al Ghoul (Algol) - evil spirit. Also a

variable star like Mira, which changes

magnitude every 3.5 hours.

Al Nitak - (belt) wounded one; even the gentiles

knew the Messiah had to first be wounded

Al Kalb al Jabber, which means, the greater

dog

The brightest star, located in the middle of the

spine, is named Dubhe, which means, a herd of

animals .

Smat - one who rules Shelyuk - eagle Arided - come down Rosh Satan - Deceiver's head Mintaka - (belt) sacrifice

The mercy seat of the Ark of the Covenant was

overshadowed by the two protecting cherubim. In Arabic it is Dubah, which means, cattle Crater (Bowl of Wrath)

Al Katurops - (spear) branch treading underfoot Sulaphat - spring up, ascending Gienah - wing, swift Al Oneh - the subdued Al Rai - who bruises or breaks

It appears to be their responsibility, to watch

over, and to protect, the people of God, as well

as to watch over the everlasting covenant or

contract, which has been made between God and

man.

Dohver, which means, a fold Dohveh means

rest or security

he himself shall also drink of the wine of the wrath

of God, which is poured out full strength into the

cup of His indignation. Revelation 14:10

Nekkar - the pierced

Fentkar (Denderah) - a serpent ruled (eagle

natural enemy of serpent) Thabit - treading on, defeating

Located in the head of the dog, is the star Sirius,

which means, the prince

Phaeda , which means, visited, guarded or

numbered as one would number his flock.

Alioth means a she goat and speaks of the flock

within these walls of protection Alkes - cup

Merga - who bruises

So Perseus is the God-man that cuts off the

head of Medusa and slays Cetus with his

diamond sword. Then frees and marries the

chained Andromeda. Of course, the Word

of God is sharper than any two edged

sword but the symbolism can also apply to

King David, a Christ figure, as he cut off

the head of Goliath and carried it all the

way back to Jerusalem. Al Gebor and Niphla - mighty

Sirius (Anubis in Egyptian mythology) is said to

have had the head of a Jackal, and transport souls

of the dead.

Other  star names associated with this

constellation are: Merach, El Alcola, Cab'd al

Asad, Annaish, Megrez, Tien Kuen, El

Kaphrah, Helike, and Amaza.  Their names

mean: the flock, the sheepfold, the multitude,

the assembled, separated as a flock in a fold,

heavenly authority, protected or covered or

ransomed, the company of travelers, and

coming and going

Root word kere - to mix, confuse, cook. Kerannunai -

bad mixture as it pertains to disease.

Greek and Norse myth - death of son of Zues-Odin

will bring judgement on the world in last days Nux - strong Kasista, (Akkadian) means the leader.

Ursa Major may also have been represented by a

single thigh or hind quarter of some sort of

animal Goblet, Grail derivatives

Egyptians predicted scorthing of the sun (eye of Ra);

sphinx-Virgo and Leo offspring Al Nagjed - the prince

In Persia, the star is praised as Tistrya, which

means, the chieftain of the East .

The Egyptian Book of the Dead refers to this

constellation as the thigh in the northern sky  

and was considered to be a special place of safety

and protection. Labrum - upper lip

Heka, Maissa - coming forth

The star in his left fore foot is named Mirzam ,

which means, the prince or ruler

In the Greek myths, the thigh was also the hiding

place of Dionysus whose heart is said to have

been sewn into the thigh of Zeus, which was

done for his own protection, after the body of

Dionysus had been torn apart by his enemies. 

Those enemies were the seven titans, which

naturally correspond to the seven horns upon the

head of the great red dragon, who is said to be

Hydra et Corvus et Crater - once considered a

threefold constellation.
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Constellation Virgo Libra Scorpius Sagittarius Capricorn Aquarius Pisces Aries Taurus Gemini Cancer Leo
Deacon 1 Coma Crux *Ophiuchus Draco Sagitta Pisces Australis The Band Cassiopeia Orion Sirius (Canis Major) Ursa Minor Hydra

Deacon 2 Centaurus Victima (Lupus) Serpens Ara (Alter) Aquila Pegasus Cepheus (King) Cetus (Sea Monster) Eridanus (River of the Judge) Procyon (Canis Minor) Ursa Major Crater (Bowl of Wrath)

Deacon 3 Bootes Corona Hercules Lyra (Harp) Delphinus Cygnus (Swan) Andromeda Perseus (Breaker) Auriga (Shepherd) Lepus (Enemy) Argo (Ship) Corva (Raven)

Centaurus (Cherion) Al Giauza - the branch Al Murzim, which means, the announcer

To the ancient Goths, Danes, and Icelanders, the

constellation was viewed as a vehicle and was

called Karls Vagn, which means, Thor's Wagon

or The Chariot of Thor . 
Zoroaster - the seed of the star, Plato wrote of his

death, return to earth and his teachings to save

mankind

Al Mirzam - the ruler; all the stars tell the same

story in someone's native tongue

The star Adhara ( in the right hind leg ) means

glorious, and apparently refers to this messiah or

the coming one

The ancient Jews regarded it as the Chariot that

transported Elijah to heaven. Corva (Raven)

Odin was similar, sacrificing himself on a tree,

dying, being pierced by a spear, and rising again Eridanus

Possibly refers to the Messiah, or possibly the

forerunners.

In Syria, it was commonly called the Beir, or the

Great Coffin . Corvus or corax - croaking sound
Also Tammuz and Ishtar, Anat and Baal, Isis and

Horus Achernar - after part of the river

Wesen,  a name meaning, the bright and

shining one Ursa Minor

Raven is related to retch from hraecan - to clear the

throat

Cherion (Greek mythology) exchanged his immortal

life for the mortal, condemmed Prometheus. Cherion

had been bit in the heel by a serpent Zourac - flowing Al Wazn, which means, the weight Al Dubb al Asghar - the lesser bear Alchibah - tent, Al Chiba - the curse inflicted

Bezeh - despised (bazah-hebrew Isa 53:3) Ozha - going forth

Zeeb, (Persian) whose name means, coming

swiftly.

Cynosure, a star within the constellation means,

rising to a heavenly position Herna - the enemy broken (Egyptian)
Toliman - (left forefoot) he who was and again will

be Pheat - mouth Aschere - who shall come Ursa Minor rests upon the thigh of Ursa Major Gienah - wing

Asmeath - sin offering, from Asham Lucifer - Phaethon; ice age, lake of fire

Al Shira Al Jemeniya - the prince or chief of

the right hand

To the Phoenicians this sign was Doube or

Dobher and was referred to as the speaking

constellation or the guiding one . Minichir al Gorab - the raven tearing to pieces

Points his spear at Lupus (the victim), or is seen

carrying him to Ara Cursa - (source of the river) bent down Seir - the prince

the polar (north) star is found within the little

bears tail. Algorab - raven

Centaurus is depicted directly above the crux (cross) Al Kursiy al Jauzah - footstool of the central one Abur - the mighty

The ancient Danes and Icelanders referred to

Ursa Major as the Greater Chariot and Ursa

Minor as the Lesser Chariot . Minkar - beak; from minichir (minikir) to break

Darak - bent (down) Muliphen - the leader and the chief

Possibly the little bear is a fixed number of first

fruits whereas the larger bear represents a

multitude that no man could number
Litli Vagn  which means, the Little Wagon or

chariot of Thor

Auriga Procyon (Canis Minor) The larger bear - the Chariot of Odin

Prajapati - the Lord of Created Beings

Procyon in its Noetic elements could mean, the

redeemer or the redeemed.

Polar star - Tien Hwang Ta Ti - the Great

Imperial Ruler of the Heavens, Ti Tso, or the

Emperor's Seat

Trun - sceptre or power

Al Gomeyra, which means, who completes or

perfects

Polar star - Al Ruccaba ( at the point of the

tail ), which means, turned and ridden on

Scepter has cross at one end and head of a goat or

lamb at the other Sebak, which means, conquering or victorious

Alpha Draconis - the polar star was originally

thought to be part of Draco. The polar star is

stationary, unlike any other star, and it would

seem to suggest that the little bear replaced the

one time ruler of the world.

Auriga sometimes portrayed as holding a goat

instead of scepter

According to the Greek myths, this lesser dog

was Maera, the dog of Icarius, who is said to be

the first man whom Dionysus taught to make

wine.  The death of Icarius represents the death

of the messiah, who comes to his friends offering

the cup of the covenant.  Moses expressly warned

Israel that those who rejected the messiah would

be cut off from the people (Acts 3:222-23

KJV).   Because they did not give heed to the

words which Icarius had first spoken to them,

they became as drunk men, not being able to

understand the things that they had heard or

seen.  The cup which they drunk was called the

A very bright star located almost in the center of 

this constellation is Kochab - waiting for him

who cometh .   Another is Al Pherkadain - the

calves or the young, or the redeemed

assembly .  Another is Al Gedi - the chosen of

the flock .

Auriga - Myrtilis, King Oenamus-Satan, chariot

race, wax pins

The cup which the woman (Mystery Babylon)

offers is not the same cup as Christ offers. 

Although the mixture is the same, the wine is not

diluted with water.  The result of drinking the

undiluted cup is that which the friends of Icarius

experienced.  They saw strange things and

imagined strange thoughts.  They had become as

one drunken and as a result became the very

enemies of the one who first gave them the cup

(Isa. 29:9-14 KJV).  And all is because they took

the cup without the instruction that went along

with it.  Such is the state of the entire world for

they attempt to drink the cup of initiation into the

The name Arcas,  the son of Callisto means, a

traveling company or the stronghold of the

saved . The star Al Kaid means, assembled or

gathered together . 

Ro'eh - shepard (Auriga is derived)

The star located within the neck of this little dog

is named Al Gomeisa, which means, bearing

the load for others .

Little Bear - Raptured? Book of Remembrance?

North - seat of gods, South - seat of demons - in

all religions

Aiyuk - wounded

Al Shemeliya which means, the prince or chief

of the left hand

The constellation Ursa Minor was also anciently

called Tramontana - seat of the gods and the

habitation of life
Alioth or Capella- (in the body of the goat) means

goat Lepus (hare) Argo

Dilgan Iku - messange of light Arnebeth - the hare or coming enemy

Eratosthenes and Manilius both taught that this

constellation must have represented the great

ship (Jason and his Argonauts)

Brahma Ridaya - heart of Brahma

To the Egyptians the sign of Lepus represented

the resurrection from the dead.Adjacent to his

right wing is the constellation Corona.. The

crown appears to have three living shoots or

stems springing forth from it possibly

representing the trinity.

Their job was to retrieve the golden fleece, the

outward body of Christ (Aries)

...These two were cast alive into the lake of fire

burning with brimstone. 21 And the rest were killed

with the sword which proceeded from the mouth of

Him who sat on the horse. And all the birds were

filled with their flesh. Revelation 19:20-21
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Constellation Virgo Libra Scorpius Sagittarius Capricorn Aquarius Pisces Aries Taurus Gemini Cancer Leo
Deacon 1 Coma Crux *Ophiuchus Draco Sagitta Pisces Australis The Band Cassiopeia Orion Sirius (Canis Major) Ursa Minor Hydra

Deacon 2 Centaurus Victima (Lupus) Serpens Ara (Alter) Aquila Pegasus Cepheus (King) Cetus (Sea Monster) Eridanus (River of the Judge) Procyon (Canis Minor) Ursa Major Crater (Bowl of Wrath)

Deacon 3 Bootes Corona Hercules Lyra (Harp) Delphinus Cygnus (Swan) Andromeda Perseus (Breaker) Auriga (Shepherd) Lepus (Enemy) Argo (Ship) Corva (Raven)

Dilgan Babil - protector of Babylon Nibal - the mad ; Rakis - the caught

Some suggest that Argo represented the great

deluge and the ark of Noah. Egyptians and

Indians have a similar story. As the supporting

deacon of the constellation Cancer, it is most

likely intended to be a representation of the

transporting of souls from earth to the heavenly

paradise.

Gedi - (left hand) means kids Surgia - the deceiver

The voyage of the Argo and the twelve signs of

the Zodiac - the Ram of Phrixus (Aries), the Bull

of Aeetes (Taurus), the Dioscuri Twins (Gemini),

Rhea's Lion (Leo), the Judgment (Libra) of

Alcinous, the Water-carriers of Aegina

(Aquarius), Hercules as the Bowman

(Sagittarius), the Virgin Medea (Virgo), the Goat

as a symbol of treachery (Capricorn), the Dragon

Menkilinon (right arm) and Maaz - chain of or

flock of goats

Bashti-Beki , which  means, the offender

confounded

Hercules begins the voyage with Jason, but is

eventually left behind. Moses had brought the

Israelites to the Promised Land and the torch was

passed from Moses to Joshua (Jesus, Jason).
Within the Persian Zodiac, we find the same

serpent being trodden underfoot by the man

Orion.

One of the stars within this constellation is

named Tseen She (Chinese), which means,

heavens' altars .
Hindu represents a hare that laid down his life for

the beggar (Indra in disguise) to eat. It is a

positive symbol.

The brightest star within the constellation Argo

is Canopus  which means, the possession of

him who cometh .

The brightest star being located in the body of the

hare is named Arnebo, which means the enemy

of him that cometh

This possession refers to the assembled

thousands (Ma'alaph - found in Cancer) who are

also that purchased flock (Merach - found in

Ursa Major) awaiting him who cometh (Kochab -

found in Ursa Minor).

"In the beginning we have the constellation

Taurus. Taurus is immediately followed by the

bringing forth of his son Orion, who represents

the most brilliant of all constellations, whom is

himself believed to represent the central figure, or

the very focus, of the entire pageant or story,

which we find within the stars." (Revelation of

John.com)

One star in the constellation Argo was called

Tseen Ke (Chinese), which means, heaven's

record. Others are Sephina, Tureis,

Asmidiska, Soheil, and Subilon. The names

mean: the multitude, the possession in hand,

the travelers released, the desired, and the

branch.

The sign of Lepus, being the ending of the story,

seems to represent the throne, the crucified

messiah, and the enemy defeated all at the same

time.  The enemy is being pursued by Orion and

his dogs as if in a hunt, and when finally caught

by Canis Major, is dragged before the throne of

Orion to be judged.  But the actual triumph of

Orion causing the defeat of his enemy is

represented in the hare giving his own life on

behalf of the others.  So the story finally ends, asAl Arsh al Jabbar which means, the chair of

the giant
Al Kursiyy al Jabbar which means,  the throne

of Jauzah (the central one).
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